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From Ale to Zeitgeist
OLD IS NEW AGAIN
The wonders and wisdom of old and heritage pubs in modern times

WHAT’S NEW – GAMING EXPO REVIEW
This year’s big noise and innovations for pubs in gaming and more

OVERLAND CORNER HOTEL
A Murray-licked limestone foundation of rural South Australia
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your music
made powerful
For me it’s all about simplicity and speed. Nightlife’s app makes
it quick and easy to change the music from anywhere in the
hotel without ducking off to the back room or a computer
in a cupboard. As soon as there’s a shift in the crowd I can
adapt the playlists to suit the atmosphere instantly.
It’s really enhanced the way I manage the venue and keeps
me on the floor interacting with our customers.
Alex Goold - General Manager
Woollahra Hotel
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Outback & Proud:
Overland Corner Hotel
On a remote but well-worn
stretch of South Australia’s Hume
Highway lies the slightly soggy
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Editor’s Rant
The pub industry’s resilience was certainly reflected in the

world-class products and concepts in all areas of hospitality to

recent Australasian Gaming Expo, in respect to the depth and

help hoteliers make their point of difference.

variety of new products being marketed to hospitality venues.

Heritage. The word conjures such bi-polar images – largely

While new casinos go up in several capitals, hotels are deftly

determined by one’s own perspective. Its Middle English

positioning themselves as cost-effective and often boutique

origin incorporates heir, and notions to inherit, which likely

alternatives to five stars and high-rolling. As such, the gaming,

plays a great part in societal reverence, but with that comes

entertainment and increasingly accommodation offered is

responsibility and burden.

under pressure to draw patrons in Australia’s ever-growing

I myself own a heritage-listed house near Parramatta. We

tourism and service economies. The AGE offered up the latest

chose it both due to its historic beauty and its less-thanideal condition and the opportunity to add value with a
tasteful renovation. While many people have complimented
the acquisition, the notion of orchestrating work on it has
regularly elicited concern and urban tales of woe.
Stories of heritage-touched hotels around Australia emerge
almost weekly, and most centre around the battle between
maintaining its aesthetics and local significance, versus the
financial realities of operating an aging and often out-dated
building.
The sheer frequency of stories was what inspired this month’s
major feature, which tried to consider both sides of the
argument. Somewhat unexpectedly, a number of those I
spoke with relayed that the quicksand of problems can be well
mitigated with the right approach.

Hotel Crescent, still on George St. Image
courtesy State Library of NSW
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JULY NEWS
Oscars launches
Sydney super-pub
Oscars Hotels launched The Warwick in July with a gala
event with guests including the Mayors of both Fairfield and
Liverpool, and Members for Fairfield and Fowler.
The opening was the result of five years’ planning,
transforming the Warwick Tavern, on a 3Ha block shared with
the fully renovated Holiday Inn, into an amazing new hotel
likely to become a hub of entertainment and business.
Located on the Hume Highway in the gaming-centric precinct

Known in foodie circles for its association with gastro
godfather Damien Pignolet, the new offering has celebrity
chef James Metcalfe calling shots in the open-plan kitchen.
The menu, described as ‘modern European’, offers fixed-price
options with one, two or three courses for $35, $50 and $65,
and a six-course tasting menu with a multitude of dishes for
$80.
The ground floor now flows uninterrupted from the front
bar to the elegant new expanded dining area. Upstairs, the
overhauled Bellevue Terrace has indoor and outdoor seating
and a bespoke cocktail menu, and four private event spaces
accommodate from 10 to 120 guests.

of Cabramatta, The Warwick includes a 360-degree bar, beer
garden and deck, and a generous gaming room with full
smoking solution and a partially retractable roof. The 300seat bistro offers an exclusive hotel menu and tailored canapé
packages for functions, created by hatted head chef John
Rankin.
Catering to the growing corporate and events markets, the
hotel currently houses two event spaces for private gatherings,
weddings and the like, with stage two set to reveal soon a
700-seat corporate space for larger events.

Redcape IPO Upside
Steps toward a Redcape IPO began in July, with its successful
owner-operator model touted as the key to potential. The
Hotel Group lists 22 NSW hotel operations and three in
Queensland, overwhelmingly demonstrating a focus on
gaming.
Owners York Capital and Värde Partners purchased it in
L-R: Mario Gravanis, Mayor Frank Carbone, Bill Gravanis

Overhauled Bellevue
Looking More Beautiful

conjunction with Goldman Sachs in a fire-sale scenario in
the wake of the GFC. In 2013 York and Värde spun off HPI in
an IPO, as landlord to 41 pubs and seven bottle shops leased
to Coles’ Spirit Hotels. HPI’s share value has risen 35 per cent
since its ASX listing.

WDS Group, fronted by industry veteran Steven Speed

Redcape’s prospects may be even greater with its record

and former Ferrier Hodgson consultant Peter Walker, have

optimising gaming-centric venues, bringing greater control

relaunched beloved Paddington pub The Bellevue following

in growth potential. It has fine-tuned out of several non-

an unexpectedly comprehensive overhaul.

core operations in the past year and taken new acquisitions

The Group began peeling back layers of the 1880 two-level

including Revesby’s top-20 ranked Crown Hotel for $30

hotel seven months ago, opening a Pandora’s Box that saw

million.

swathes of the heritage building virtually demolished and

Advisors UBS and JPMorgan are handling the Redcape IPO,

painstakingly rebuilt.

and value the company at $532-604 million.
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JULY NEWS
Hotel Casualties
Amid Lockout Blues

Imperial Hotel Collateral
Damage

The Sydney and Kings Cross ‘lockout’ laws claimed more
victims, with the acclaimed Hugos Lounge going into
voluntary administration and liquidators appointed at Darling
Harbour’s La Cita.

Late-trading party den and former star of Priscilla – Queens

Hugos was a multiple award-winning business that never
had a ‘strike’ or problem with violence, and was an executive
member of Kings Cross Accord for 15 years. Owner Dave
Evans reports they were “crippled” by unconsidered trade
restrictions, shedding $6 million annual turnover under weight
of 36 strict conditions on the precinct. City of Sydney reports
foot traffic in the area is down 80 per cent.
The nightclub that used to see 6,000 patrons each week
without incident had already cut trading hours and 100 jobs.
It was not trusted to serve sophisticated drinks or glassware
after midnight under a “one-size-fits-all” policy, and now the
remaining 70 staff lose their jobs. Hugos joins the growing
casualty list, including icons like Trademark Hotel, Soho Bar,
Backroom, Flinders Bar, and The Exchange.

of the Dessert, Erskineville’s Imperial Hotel, closed indefinitely
just three months after new operators Spice Group took
possession.
The LGBTI* institution, just a couple of blocks off Newtown’s
main drag, King Street, attracted a disproportionate share
of late-night party patrons since CBD and Kings Cross
1:30 lockout and 3am last drinks have forced them to find
alternatives. Spice Group more than once pointed to the
negative influence of the nearby trade restrictions, but seemed
to provide less than adequate provision for the trend, receiving
a succession of drug and liquor service citations and two
closure Notices before pulling the plug on the operation.
*Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersexed

La Cita – well known since 2003 as the “total Latin experience”
– accumulated $580,000 debt before closing, citing a “radical
drop in business turnover” due to the Sydney CBD ‘lockout’
laws.
Receivers say the business was looking to enter voluntary
administration, but (ironically) the owner was locked out
before he could implement a recovery plan. They are now
looking to sell the company’s famous name.
Debate around the laws’ efficacy continues, in light of the
catastrophic drop in business reported by licensed venues in
the CBD and Kings Cross.

Court Hears Hemmes To
Keep Coogee Pavilion
The Supreme Court stoush between Justin Hemmes and
David Kingston over the Coogee Pavilion reached an “inprinciple agreement”. Although it is not known if the timing or
$37 million sale price have changed, ownership of the threestorey pub will be transferred to Hemmes.
The hotel transacted last year under a ‘put & call’ arrangement
that saw Hemmes deposit $5 million and pay $1.5 million
annual rent as interest on the balance until settled, in two
years. But in February, Kingston issued several Notices to
Merivale, citing rent two days late, and unapproved work and
fire safety breaches in Hemmes’ $12 million renovation of the
former Coogee Palace.
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Lantern Offloads Flailing
Top-100 Gaming Pub
The shake-up of listed Lantern Hotel Group continued with
the surprise sale of its top asset to publican Andrew Lazarus
for $24 million. Warwick Farm’s El Toro Motor Inn sits on
1.4ha, and has long been a top performer in Sydney’s gaming
heartland. But overdue for renovation, its ranking has dropped
from #92 (2010) to #136 last March.

Paddington Landmark
Sells to New-Generation
Pub Group

The same day Lantern (LTN) disclosed on the ASX intention to
sell, surprised major shareholders and the incoming directors
held an emergency meeting to discuss its annulment.
Shareholders voted in June to oust the existing directors,
citing poor performance and insufficient experience, and sale
of this hotel seemed to encapsulate that complaint.
Lazarus says he bought the hotel with Colin Parras in good
faith and told PubTIC the pair has plans to make it part of the
Liverpool growth success story. Lazarus pointed out the risks
associated with attempting rezoning and redevelopment and
its complete overhaul if not re-build “to change the hotel’s
downward trading trend”.

$90m of ALH Freeholds
Up For Grabs

The Kelly family divested Paddington’s Royal Hotel for $15
million to the newly-formed Public House Management
Group (PHMG), led by industry heavyweight Mitchell Waugh.
PHMG incorporated in May and within weeks tempted
Mosman’s Buena Vista Hotel from Halcyon for $16 million –
who had purchased it also from the Kelly’s Newhaven Hotels
just a year earlier for $13 million.
The 1888 pub recently underwent a $4 million renovation,
adding a rooftop bar overlooking the Sydney skyline, and food
& bev to bring it up to standard for the area.
Waugh says PHMG will looking to strong hotels with “roots
vested in the community”.

Hotelier Bobby Zagame put to market three freeholds – all
leased to Australian Leisure & Hospitality (ALH). Zagame
operates six pubs, with other interests including freeholds in
Queensland and Victoria – mostly leased to ALH.
Melbourne’s Seaford Hotel and Royal Hotel are Top-100
gaming venues on high-profile corners, and the Kondari
Hotel in Queensland occupies a massive 8Ha just 500m from
tourist-centric Hervey Bay. Together the assets could coax
$90 million as listed companies and international investors
continue to fight over the blue-chip-tenanted property, which
regularly brings yields over six per cent.
CBRE Hotels and Cropley Commercial will market the hotels,
and predict peak interest given market conditions. Surging
development around the country is a potential influence,
particularly for the Kondari.
8 | July 2015 PubTIC

Licensee Penalised For
String Of Offences
Licensee of Port Macquarie Settlers Inn Hotel, Monique
Turner, has been disqualified from holding a liquor licence
or managing a venue for a year, and fined over $4,000. She
pleaded guilty to seven offences under gaming and liquor
laws.
Last November, OLGR officers observed three children
playing unsupervised in a ‘minors authorised area’. When
questioned, Ms Turner became abusive and refused to provide
her RSA competency card or CCTV footage. OLGR director
of Compliance and Enforcement, Anthony Keon, reminded
licenses it is an offense to not comply with inspectors’
requests, and that abuse is simply “not acceptable”.

MAJOR FEATURE

Old Is New Again
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MAJOR FEATURE
There is a tiny pub in Ireland, these days known as Sean’s Bar,
which belies its modest appearance in being arguably the
oldest pub in the world. Built of wattle and wicker in (circa)
900 AD, it humbly pours pints for both locals and celebrities –
both drawn to its history, heritage and hospitality.
Australia boasts licensed premises somewhat younger, but a
few that have survived almost since colonies arrived in the
18th century. Hobart’s Bush Inn is currently in preparation for
its 200th birthday, set to take place in October.
The fact is – history adds character to a building. Periods
dictate design styles and materials, and the passage of time
can’t help but leave marks, whether apparent or implied.
Although heritage can be a four-letter word in the minds
of many, conjuring ‘common knowledge’ of nightmare
complications and cost blow-outs, it need not be that way.
You can have your charm and work it too.

Planning Makes Perfect
Unlike Sean’s Bar, Australia’s earliest hotels were typically
made of timber, and not built to stand for centuries – let alone
a millennia. Most have since burned or been demolished to
make way for more ambitious structures, especially in the
hearts of the capital cities.
But thankfully many hotels, customarily adorned with and
intrinsically linked to local history, survive and often thrive
in the 21st century. Many of these storehouses of Australian
culture and windows into architectural influence have
found their way onto registers that seek to preserve their
significance.

10 | July 2015 PubTIC

Historic, or ‘heritage’ preservation is predominantly the
domain of State governments, presiding over the registries,
rulings and policies of local councils and specific government
agencies.
Each State has its own heritage register, and individual State
governments offer their own level of information on searching
the registers, seeking heritage advisors, and the application
process.
However, many professionals exist within the heritage
industry, and opening the door with a development
application does not have be a roll of the dice. The right
planning and preparation can ensure the desired result
without the heartache, with improvement to historic
preservation at the same time.
“Having an aged building with a history is number one as
far as my position on what a business could adopt,” says
hospitality specialist designer, Paul Kelly. [Paul Kelly Design]
“But if you ask ‘Is this going to be a problem?’ – then the
answer will probably be yes.”
Kelly stresses that ensuring the heritage consultant engaged
has a good working relationship with the relevant Council is
paramount. Heritage talks to heritage. And as your consultant
needs to best represent your interests, your relationship with
them is also vital.
Mercantile Hotel, George Street, Sydney 1914

MAJOR FEATURE
construct can be justification for their upgrade or demolition.
Selected items may even merit reconstruction as justified by
maintenance – on the basis of their long-term preservation.
The majority of heritage-listed buildings have only the façade
protected, and few if any internals. Original exterior features
such as balconies, which could improve the venue’s offering,
may possibly be reinstated on the basis of authenticity.
“You need to get your story straight first, and be smart about
the way you ask the question,” continues Kelly. “Always have
a strategy, and ‘sacrificial lambs’ – things you’re willing to give
up. ‘We’ll do this, and bring this area up, if you let us knock that
down’.
Paul Kelly - Paul Kelly Design

“I focus the consultants down. If you can control the guys
they’ll give Council that bit of information, as opposed to
everything, because that’s when you get issues with heritage.
It can be very fast, or it can be very painful.”
While antiquity can be a drawcard, contemporary
requirements in foodservice, technology, efficiency and
especially compliance aren’t always met in the original layouts
and construction, and some modifications may be required.
To some advantage, most structures have at some stage
already been modified, extended or downright butchered, and
surfaces and finishes have regularly been discarded without
consideration to their later becoming ‘precious’. This can
actually help many heritage-affected buildings in need of
further renovation.
Non-original characteristics can often be removed in place of
a finish more in keeping with the original construction – albeit
with modern elements, such as better materials or method.
Similarly, previous changes to or failures in the original

“But I’d never go into a place and strip it clean; you always use
some elements. I go in thinking it’s a heritage space, and I’m
sympathetic to it – complementing it, but making sure my
client gets what they want, which is volume, staff numbers,
efficiencies, all that sort of stuff.”
A one-hand-washes-the-other approach can result in
improvements for both functionality and authenticity. And
potentially modernisation too: heritage and its present day
sparring partner ‘access’ can call shots over each other. Some
elements, such as door frames, could potentially be either
retained or removed on the basis of either historic significance
or egress regulations.
The right heritage consultant can make or break these
aspects of the equation, further adding to the importance
of the partnership. A business-minded consultant can either
reinforce or detract from heritage elements where required,
when respecting the needs of their client.
“It’s a very relationship-based thing. These guys negotiate on
your behalf, so you need someone who knows what they’re
on about, and can state the right conclusions – without
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MAJOR FEATURE
mentioning money or business, because the guys that are
with heritage at Councils, they’re not doing it for money,
they’re doing it for pure passion.
“Every job we do we engage a heritage person, and they’re
usually one we’ve worked with before … we get on well with
them … we pay their bills, and they support everything we do.”

Timing Is Everything
Most renovation or redevelopment projects are motivated by
potential. The calculated increase in trade and revenue – likely
brought about by the improved offering at the right time of
year – offsets the cost of the project. But tragically, a delayed
project may result in increased building costs atop extended
restricted or ceased trading; trade that should instead have
been increasing has instead been lost.
Alternatively, postponing the initiation of a project due to fear
of delay could see not only the lacklustre trade unchanged
but another year of building cost increases and further
deterioration in areas in need of attention.
Specialised builds benefit even more than most from practised
management. Much of the guesswork can be circumvented
by engaging the right help, who already knows who to know.
Likewise, both the age and archetype of heritage builds can
hide surprises.
“Aged buildings bring unexpected and unseen challenges
in satisfying current building codes and facilities expected
from modern-day services,” says Cian Fitzgerald, of specialist
project managers Artazan Property Group.
“The owner of the building needs to understand the extent
and possible listing of any heritage aspects of the building.
There are Federal and State lists, and statutory and nonstatutory registers to be considered.

Keeping Up Appearances
With age comes fragility, and buildings are no exception. The
accumulated aesthetics enjoyed by weathered structures also
bring a need for a greater commitment to TLC and repair.
Just as people are encouraged to get more precautionary
tests in later years, an old building may require periodic
investigation to monitor the state of some aspects of its
construction. Some of these are not readily visible and may
only become visible once damage is done.
For example, in the 19th century a thin layer of bitumen was
commonly used as the damp course to prevent moisture
rising through foundations into the walls and flooring. This
bitumen can often remain effective for up to a hundred years,
but buildings and houses of the 1800s are now well beyond its
life expectancy. The breached damp course can result in rot,
mould, and wall surface damage due to the rising moisture,
yet the wall will likely feel and look otherwise normal.
Independently to any creeping problems, old things
sometimes just break. Suddenly, and with little or no scope for
temporary repair. While freak occurrences may be impossible
to avoid completely, a trained eye may reduce their likelihood,
and on-call back-up may be wise – especially in premises and
equipment that has seen some wear and tear.
“Anything that can spread, such as timber rot, concrete cancer
and mould or water damage – you want to catch these issues
before they become major structural defects and damage the
foundations,” offers Tarrsha Watkins, director of Protek-24/7
building maintenance.
“Regular building inspections and early detection can prevent
these issues spreading.

“Sometimes the heritage component of a building is only a
small portion of the actual building footprint, and the authority
approvals surrounding heritage-listed buildings will only apply
to that actual portion.”
Fitzgerald echoes that access is one of the biggest hurdles
of renovations, and flags balconies as perilous due to their
requirement to satisfy current regulations governing safety
and noise. He also cites whether a structure is listed on State
or local registers as being important; higher classification
requires more input from authorities and means less input
available to the owner.
“While prospects of renovating older, let alone heritagelisted buildings, may seem too challenging to consider, it
should be recognised that most challenges have been solved
elsewhere,” offers Fitzgerald. “Experts in all fields exist and
those specialised designers bring knowledge, solutions and
reliable budget information to the table.”
Tarrsha Watkins, director of Protek-24/7
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HERITAGE

“Of particular importance is the regular upkeep of roofs,
to minimise leakage onto fixings and furnishings below.
This includes gutter and downpipe cleaning, and general
roof and ceiling maintenance. These can prevent many
future problems.”
In many parts of Australia, building code regulations
require the upgrading or scheduled upkeep of various
publicly utilised elements of an establishment. In the
case of heritage buildings, strategic planning and
execution can present an opportunity for the ‘renovation’
of some of things.
Protek-24/7 cites that the details of scheduled and
planned maintenance can vary greatly across States
and properties, and are complicated further by evertightening modern expectations.
“The codes continue to change,” says Watkins, who
has worked in hospitality venues around Australia and
overseas. She began Protek in response to personal
experience with the hotel industry’s need for 24/7
maintenance and repair.
“Although these changes can apply to many parts of a
hotel, heavily affected areas would be stairs, treads and
risers and handrail heights.”
Beauty inspires preservation. From longevity comes
authenticity, which in turn begets respect and ultimately
attraction. The prosperity and pitfalls of heritage will be
forever intertwined.

A heritage-listed bannister that Protek had to
preserve during a Perth project
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What’s New – AGE Review
The 2015 Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE) took place 11
- 13 August at the Sydney Convention Exhibition Centre
@ Glebe Island. Owner and organiser of the event, the
Gaming Technologies Association (GTA), promised
more exhibitor space, products, innovation, and food &
beverage space, and 6,794 visitors – 16.5 per cent more
than last year – got just that.
More than 86,000 pages were viewed on the website
and 41,000 reached on Facebook, and the AGE2015 app
sent over 3,000 messages welcoming and educating
guests during their visit. And three trips for two to
Las Vegas USA were won by visitors from: Canberra’s
Hellenic Club, Gladesville’s Bayview Hotel, and
Auckland’s SkyCity.
Next year’s AGE will again take place at the temporary
facility on Glebe Island, ahead of its return to the
mainland in the all-new Convention Centre complex
currently under construction in Haymarket. The 2016
AGE will take place 9 - 11 August.
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The 2015 Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE) took place 11 13 August at the Sydney Convention Exhibition Centre @
Glebe Island. Owner and organiser of the event, the Gaming
Technologies Association (GTA), promised more exhibitor
space, products, innovation, and food & beverage space, and
6,794 visitors – 16.5 per cent more than last year – got just
that.
More than 86,000 pages were viewed on the website and
41,000 reached on Facebook, and the AGE2015 app sent
over 3,000 messages welcoming and educating guests
during their visit. And three trips for two to Las Vegas
USA were won by visitors from: Canberra’s Hellenic Club,
Gladesville’s Bayview Hotel, and Auckland’s SkyCity.
Next year’s AGE will again take place at the temporary
facility on Glebe Island, ahead of its return to the mainland
in the all-new Convention Centre complex currently under
construction in Haymarket. The 2016 AGE will take place 9 11 August.

President and CEO of Scientific Games, Gavin Isaacs, started
his career in the gaming industry at the AGE, and said he
was very glad to be here again.
“To return many years later leading a company that has
designed and delivered a best-of-breed cabinet for the
Australian gaming market makes me extremely proud.
What we have achieved in a short period shows how clever
engineering backed by organisational expertise can set a
new benchmark for excellence.”
IGT released its new CrystalDual-i machine – designed
“with today’s player in mind”. It launched with nine games,
including a link and four selectable multi-denomination
games, and features a dynamic player panel instead of a
button panel, a USB mobile charging port, and advanced
ergonomics for heightened player comfort.
Integrated audio and light-show celebrations, a video topper,
the latest audio-visual and internal processor technologies
and a button panel that becomes part of the game make
the CrystalDual-i more at one with games than ever before.
It is also designed to improve return on investment, with
enhanced serviceability and reliability for increased uptime.

At the 2015 AGE Bally Technologies – now under Scientific
Games – released its first new cabinet since the acquisition,
specifically designed to bring content from the company’s
three subsidiary brands to a common hardware platform.
The Dualos cabinet features dual 23-inch high-def screens,
superior sound, OLED digital buttons, integrated ambient
lighting, and an 18.5-inch digital topper – and a rich game
library of titles from Bally, Shuffle Master, and WMS.
“We achieved ambitious organisational goals while bringing
together diverse areas of the business very quickly,” said
Scientific Games Australasia senior vice-president Adrian
Halpenny. “The abundance of technology in our portfolio
enables us to pick and choose the best features across
Bally, Shuffle Master, and WMS. The early response from our
customers has been very positive, as they recognise the
value that Dualos can bring to their respective businesses.”
16 | July 2015 PubTIC
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New multi-game packages include Multistar Champion Series
Gold and 10-game package, Mightystar 2. New SAPs include
Eastern Treasures 2 and Mighty Dragon 2, both with a new
firecracker bonus feature. The launch was teamed with over
40 games across two platforms, and “the new face” and logo
for IGT, following its merger with GTech in April.
“We are now definitively the world’s largest gaming company,
but will also be even more focused locally on our customers
across Australia and New Zealand,” said head of marketing
APAC, Nigel Turner.
IGT’s Advantage Club systems solutions also brought boosted
loyalty management applications, patron messaging and
marketing and more.
“Our new Xtra Credit product reduces reward point liability
for venues, and provides players with a different way to use
their loyalty points.”
Ainsworth presented a range of cabinet variants and new
games from its GamePlus library. Taking centre stage was
the all-new A600, featuring dual high-def 24” LCD screens,
dynamic LED lighting, programmable touchscreen play
deck options, and multi-denomination play options. It is
compatible with future technologies and the standard base
template.

Shot, High Denom and Quad Shot – offered a solid portfolio
for a diverse player base.
Aristocrat launched its ‘The Precinct’ concept – challenging
how its customers think about products and players. The
‘Innovation Lab’ showcased global hardware, platform and
content innovations, and the Paynter Dixon theatre offered
engagement with hospitality and gaming thought-leaders,
and hosted Australia’s inaugural ‘Global Gaming Women’
networking event.
Aristocrat’s gaming floor featured 68 unique titles across six
portfolios on 165 machines through three different cabinets,
including the latest hardware addition – Arc. The company
says it is highly focused on “flexible solutions that extract
greater value”.
“Enhanced player choice through games and denominations,
flexible technology platforms that allow venue game
configuration, and the evolution of our 5 Dragons brand
under a multigame offering, were definitely this year’s
standouts for our hotel customers,” said marketing director
Ben Brien.

“Built to perform and engineered to the highest standards to
support an extensive game library, the all-new A600 offers
players and gaming venues a lifetime of innovation,” says
Ainsworth CEO, Danny Gladstone.
The new A600 premiered with a range of multidenominational brands: Thunder Wilds, Double Shot, Quad
Shot, Grand Fortune, and the exciting Cash Adventures – full
of stacked wilds, multiple bonuses and jackpots that become
more rewarding as the total bet is increased, with a linked
grand jackpot and three levels of standalone progressive.
Soon to be released are Robinson Crusoe, Gulliver’s Travels &
Huckleberry Finn.
Ainsworth’s latest multi-game packages include: Double Shot
King Spin I & II, Multi Win Ultimate Choice, Multiplay Big Time
VII & VIII. The company’s core GamePlus library – Double
18 | July 2015 PubTIC

Global Gaming Industries (GGI) offers a range of gaming
room management and security products. The recent law
changes in NSW raising the cash limit was a big topic at a

FEATURE
lot of exhibitor stands – but possibly none so much as GGI,
amongst those looking for the right cash dispensing machines,
redemption terminals and gaming room management.
Cash safes and time-delay locks, now with beefed-up
mechanicals to reliably deliver amounts up to five thousand
dollars, can greatly increase gaming room security and safety,
and potentially even bring insurance benefits. GGI already has
fully tested options.

“Trade shows are always a great way to build new business
and reach a wider audience, but what we love the most is that
everyone is there ready to try new things. That gives us the
perfect opportunity to help our existing clients find new ways
to use our service – to help make everyday operations simpler
and more profitable.
“It’s great to see eyes light up when they realise what’s on
offer.”

“I would have received on average 50-80 calls a day from
3 July, asking ‘when can you change my limit?’” said GGI
national sales manager, Curt Pahl. “If you’ve got a Global
system, it can be changed in the existing software.”
Many existing poker machines in NSW must be upgraded or
changed, along with the cash redemption terminals. This may
take time, but GGI is ready when the change goes ahead.
“We’ll bring out our new software, which we’ll come out and
put in. If you’re on contract with us, not a problem, you will
receive the upgrade at no cost.”

Beyond the Gaming
The AGE is a key platform for Expo veteran Nightlife Music
to showcase its new technology and tricks each year. The
company’s business has evolved from music video to be fullservice 24/7 content and support, with sight and sound for
front- or background content.
Recent years have seen Nightlife bring a suite of management
tools and apps to the party, helping venue managers
better connect with and service patrons by controlling the
entertainment environment without leaving the floor. The
company says it thrives on the ‘discovery’ mindset of the big
show.
“The AGE gives operators who are looking for something to
set them apart from their competition the perfect opportunity
to explore what we have on offer and see how much of a
difference the right music can make in their venue,” said
Nightlife CEO Tina Smith-Roberts.

______________________________________________________
Hunter Technologies – maker of the innovative CellarControl
line management system – announced distribution of the
Beer Master One range of Australian-made line cleaning
chemicals.
Boasting a ‘thumbs up’ from none other than Carlton &
United Breweries, the company has adopted the Beer Master
range due to its effectiveness and suitability combined with
CellarControl. The product’s maker, Norfolk Chemicals, strives
to minimise environmental costs, and has even undertaken to
use only ‘green’ power for its manufacturing plant.
The benefit of this for operators is that the concentrated
product goes further than most on the market, yet costs less.

Hunter Technologies new Beer Master One range
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It couples with a complementing and competitively-priced
glass cleaner.

Particularly suited to areas where patrons remain sedentary,

Hunter is also proud to announce Australian distribution of
the Ohair range of ambient air filters, which provide the same
benefits as its Ecoroq coolroom filters, eliminating all odours
and airborne viruses and bacteria. They also trap ethylene
gases, which hasten the ripening and spoilage of food.

increasingly common Discgo portable solution, which took

the fixed install products encourage a longer stay just like the
the market by storm a little over two years ago. The company
has partnered with Air Charge to bring to Australia a range of
cable-free charging station products.

“The products utilise Hydroxyl technology,” says national sales
director Carl Pavett. “They create the hydroylxs, which break
down anything. This is basically the technology the ozone
layer uses to protect our environment.
“It makes for healthier areas, meaning less staff sick and
chance of health issues in food prep areas, and kitchens end
up with better food and longer-lasting ingredients.”
______________________________________________________
Discgo – owners of the popular Australian design ‘disc’
mobile phone chargers – has expanded its range of charging
solutions for hospitality venues.
The new fixed versions can be strategically positioned in
gaming rooms and key areas. There is the ‘Puck’ and the
glowing USB ‘D-lock’ plug-in options, and the amazing ‘Air
Charger’ – requiring no plugs or cords.

DiscGo’s “Puck” charger

“This product brings power to the user, and frees them
from using cables or hunting around for power sockets,”
says Discgo director Sean Brandtman. “We see this as a
complementary product to the Discgo Charger.”

The AGE saw the launch of industry forum The Drop –
pledging independent, unbiased information and reviews
and networking for hospitality professionals. The brainchild of three hospitality industry veterans boasting over
four decades combined experience, The Drop offers a free
weekly newsletter, product reviews, seminars and events
and a job notice board.
Editor Linda Joannides says the concept stemmed from the
plight of both operators and specialty suppliers finding it
hard to reach each other.
“We were lamenting how fragmented the industry was –
that there was no real network or networking opportunities,
especially for middle management and support staff,” said
Joannides.
“Operators had commented to us that there is no place to
catch up with all the latest gossip and news about who’swho and who’s doing what. No place for anyone to seek
advice or ask a question, or for a recommendation.”
Beyond free news, for less than $2 a week members receive
an online profile with connection to peers, suppliers
and experts, as well as a live forum, resource library and
discounts. Plans are underway for seminars, workshops and
networking events on subjects such as: food & bev, gaming,
marketing and finance. Events will be streamed live online
for anyone to access.
Discgo’s “Air” charger
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Outback & Proud

Over Land and River
Philip Reddy became intrigued
with the historic Overland Corner
Hotel, about 100 kilometres
north-east of Adelaide, while
an Environmental Officer in the
Riverland region. In 2012 his
fascination led him to buy the
run -down old pub, which is now
his passion and his labour of
love.
Story and images by Greg Smith
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Outback & Proud

If the name Overland Corner conjures images of drovers
herding great mobs of sheep and cattle across the
dusty inland stock routes, you’re pretty well on track.
Built in 1859, just 600 metres from the Murray River, the
hotel served as a watering hole for the mobs and their
keepers alike, and also provided a happy camping spot
for the Riverboats, and the passenger coaches that ran
between Adelaide and Wentworth.
With no in-house accommodation and no gaming
room, Philip Reddy has created a family-oriented
meeting spot and venue catering for informal and black
tie events that relies on its menu, ambience and service.
“We’ve become a favourite for locals, especially on those
cold, wet weekends, when they like to get together
around our open fireplace,” Philip tells us.
“Our beer garden is the biggest in the Riverland, and it’s
a great venue for weddings and other celebrations.
“Also, we’ve made the 10 acres of river flat area behind
the hotel available for free camping, which is bringing
in the grey nomads. It’s a perfect base to explore the
district from.”
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Outback & Proud
Situated along the Goyder Highway, 21 kilometres from

“One of our most famous, or should I say infamous, punters

Barmera in the South Australian Riverland, the Overland

was a bushranger named Captain Moonlight. It seems that

Corner Hotel is nicely located for the passing tourist trade,

one day he rode his horse into the bar area, demanded that

right in the middle of one of Australia’s most famous wine

the front and back doors be left open, in case he had to leave

producing districts.

in a hurry, and proceeded to drink his fill from the saddle.”

But being so close to the mighty Murray has had its

Philip explains that Moonlight didn’t operate in this area for

drawbacks. Before the river was ‘tamed’, by over two dozen

long. “After imprisoning the local mounted troopers while

lochs and weirs, the hotel would often get its feet wet when

he had his drink, they made life too hot for him here and

the river flooded. The worst years saw water almost to the

Moonlight did a flit back to NSW.”

ceiling. Markers on the outside wall indicate the height of the

The Overland Corner Hotel is the oldest building in the

water in various floods.

Riverland. Its walls are made from 1.5 metre thick fossilised

Philip has done a lot of research into the history of the hotel

limestone. To read more of this Outback Pub’s fascinating

and has dug up some interesting yarns.

history go to: www.murrayriver.com.au/river-towns/riverlandsouth-australia
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